
Fast Reporting & Filing
Interpretation IQ – Automatic interpretation 
in seconds. Simply review, make extra 
notes, and file. Data is generated by the 
A&D Medical ABPM (TM-2441)

No Manual Calculations  
or Entering Data
Automatically syncs patient data and calculates 
technical adequacy, removing the onerous 
processes of traditional ABPM studies.

Easy Patient Set Up
Patient Education and activity logging in the 
Patient Diary app fosters patient compliance 
for a more complete and accurate study.

A&D Heart Track ABPM

A&D Heart Track is a good fit for:

A cloud-based ABPM software solution designed 
by hypertensions experts. It increases efficiency 
of the studies. 

It includes a set up app to program the study, a patient diary 
app to record their activity, and web-based analysis and 
reporting program.

•  Users that want to work in a cloud-based environment

•   Users that are interested in streamlined studies, set up 
and reporting

•  Users that need to work at multiple sites/workstations 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
ABPM Hardware: TM-2441
For app: Bluetooth enabled tablet - iPad (preferred) or 
Samsung A7 or A8 (Android 12 and below)
For portal: Internet browser, such as Chrome or Edge

Graphical Analysis
Maximize the value of different views of data 
points or adjust for your viewing preferences 
with histograms, trend analysis, correlation 
plots, and pie graphs.

Oscillometric Wave
Verify the accuracy of a given measurement 
with second by second waveform.

Advanced Analytics (TM-2441 only)
Combine environmental data such as 
temperature, air pressure, activity, and 
acceleration with blood pressure data to  
get a more comprehensive analysis.

A&D Data Manager

A&D Data Manager is a good fit for:

A PC-based software platform to track, trend, and 
report the data generated by Ambulatory Blood 
Pressure Monitors. The software includes the 
following features:

•  PC users that can install software on an up to date PC

•   Users that need access to waveform data or environmental 
data often used in research

•   Users that need to adjust parameters or do custom reporting

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
ABPM Hardware: TM-2440 or TM-2441
Computer CPU: 1GHz or higher processor
Memory: 2GB or more 
Operating System: Windows 10 (x64), or 11 (x64)
SVA (Recommended): 800 x 600 pixels or more
Hard Disk: 24 GB available space

ABPM  
Software Solutions

To learn more, go to andmedical.com


